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Sustained vigilance and animal performance
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Abstract. Psychological studies have established that the central nervous system cannot sustain
vigilance for an extended period of time. The consequent vigilance decrement implies a gradual
reduction in the ability to process information effectively. This may result in a reduced ability to detect
hidden predators, locate cryptic food items or make successful behavioural decisions. A model
incorporating parameters of vigilance decrement during foraging and vigilance recovery during rest
predicts first, the optimal allocation of time between foraging activity and rest, and second, the optimal
length of each foraging episode. For a given rate of vigilance recovery, the model predicts that both the
optimal proportion of time devoted for foraging activity and the optimal length of a foraging bout
should be decreasing functions of the rate of vigilance decrement. Because the rate of vigilance
decrement is larger for more difficult tasks, both the total time spent foraging and the duration of each
foraging episode should be smaller for more demanding foraging activities. It is suggested that vigilance
decrement is a dominant factor determining temporal patterns of animal behaviour.

One of the fundamental limitations of the central
nervous system is its inability to sustain a high
quality of information processing for an extended
period of time. Consequently, performance on
tasks such as the detection of cryptic targets
degrades over time; this gradual reduction in
performance is more pronounced for more diffi-
cult tasks (Nuechterlein et al. 1983; Warm 1984;
Parasuraman & Mouloua 1987). In psychological
terms, subjects cannot sustain vigilance, or
attention, while engaged in a difficult cognitive
task. Here ‘vigilance’ is used in its broad sense
to imply a state of alertness directed towards
certain stimuli; a higher level of vigilance enables
the brain to better process and respond to
these stimuli (Mackworth 1969; Mackie 1977;
Parasuraman 1984).
Theoretical, empirical and applied aspects of

sustained vigilance have been widely studied for
human performance (Mackworth 1948; Davis &
Parasuraman 1982; Wickens 1984). In contrast,
studies of non-human subjects have been
restricted to neurobiological research (Foote et al.
1980; Aston-Jones et al. 1984). Nevertheless, the
problem of sustained vigilance is highly relevant
for the daily patterns and types of activity con-
ducted by animals in their natural settings
(Dimond & Lazarus 1974).

To further evaluate the importance of sustained
vigilance for animal performance, we present here
a set of simple models. These models predict first,
the optimal allocation of time between foraging
activity and rest, and second, the optimal length
of each foraging episode.

MODELS AND PREDICTIONS

Throughout this paper, we refer to ‘vigilance’
in its more general meaning usually used in
the psychological literature (e.g. Davis &
Parasuraman 1982). Vigilance is not only a state
of behavioural alertness to predators (e.g. Lima &
Dill 1990); rather, it is a general condition of
enhanced ability to process information. Vigilance
decrement therefore might cause either a gradual
decrease in ability to notice an approaching
camouflaged predator, a decline in capacity to
detect cryptic prey, a reduced effectiveness in
decision-making tasks, or more likely, some
combination of all of the above.
For brevity, we distinguish here only between

activity and rest, and assume that all activity is
devoted to foraging and detecting predators.
Regardless, our general arguments are relevant
for other kinds of activity such as mate choice,
nest building, or care of offspring.
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The Basic Model

First we model the dynamics of the forager’s
vigilance level õ=õ(t) while foraging and resting
alternately. For simplicity, we assume constant
proportional rates of decline and recovery of õ as
follows

dõ
=H"áõ while foraging

dt â(1"õ) while resting
(1)

where á, â are positive constants (Table I). Here á
is the rate of vigilance decrement, which is posi-
tively correlated with task difficulty (Parasuraman
1979; Nuechterlein et al. 1983; Parasuraman &
Mouloua 1987). For example, attempting to
detect targets that are more cryptic, or trying to
attend to an increasing amount of sensory infor-
mation simultaneously might both result in a
higher rate of vigilance decrement. Similarly, â,
the rate of recovery of vigilance, is determined by

the quality of rest and sleep. For example, rest
periods with frequent interruptions for scanning
the environment for predators (Lendrem 1983,
1984) might result in a lower rate of vigilance
recovery (Horne 1988). Note that equation (1)
implies that the asymptotic level of vigilance
while resting is õ=1; this value merely scales the
variable õ.
Suppose that the forager allocates a portion è

of its time to foraging activity, and (1"è) to
resting. We refer to è as foraging ‘effort’. First, we
suppose that each foraging or resting episode is
of relatively short duration. This assumption,
which we relax later, allows us to obtain a bio-
logically relevant and simple analytic solution.
The dynamics of the vigilance level is then given
by

dõ
="èáõ+(1"è)â(1"õ)

dt
(2)

The equilibrium level of vigilance õ= õ(è) is
calculated by setting dõ/dt=0

õ(è)=
(1"è)â

èá+(1"è)â
(3)

As anticipated, the equilibrium vigilance level õ(è)
is a decreasing function of foraging effort è, with
õ(0)=1 and õ(1)=0. The equilibrium level of
vigilance õ(è) also depends on the ratio á/â. For a
given level of foraging effort è, õ(è) is lower for
larger values of á/â. Graphically, õ(è) has a
concave shape for values of á/â larger than 1, that
is, where the rate of vigilance decrement (á) is
larger than the rate of recovery during rest (â).
For values of á/â lower than 1, õ(è) is convex
(Fig. 1a).

Predator-free Foraging

We assume that the average rate of food in-
take while foraging is proportional to the current
vigilance level

Average rate of food intake=ëõ (4)

where ë is a positive constant proportional to the
density of prey. If the forager allocates proportion
è of its time to foraging, then the long-term
average rate of food intake is

f(è)=ëèõ(è) (5)

Table I. Symbols used in the models

Symbol Description

t Time
õ Vigilance level
õ Equilibrium vigilance level
á Rate of vigilance decrement during foraging

activity
â Rate of vigilance recovery during rest
è Proportion of time allotted to foraging

activity (foraging effort); 0¦è¦1
è0
* The value of è that maximizes the rate of

food intake
è1
* The value of è that maximizes expected

lifetime food intake
èm A critical, break-even level of foraging effort
ë A constant proportional to prey density
f Long-term average rate of food intake
ì Predation risk, per unit time, per predator
ì Equilibrium predation risk
ìr Mortality risk, per unit time, while resting
ñ Density of predators
M Overall mortality risk
c Metabolic cost, per unit time
E Net rate of energy gain
F Total expected lifetime energy gain
ô Time delay between cessation of foraging

and onset of recovery of vigilance while
resting

õ1, õ0 Vigilance levels at the beginning and end of
one foraging bout, respectively

tf Duration of one foraging bout
tf* Optimal duration of a foraging bout
tr Duration of one resting period
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Increasing foraging effort (è) has two effects.
First, it increases the forager’s rate of encounter-
ing prey, ëè. Second, it decreases the equilibrium
level of vigilance, õ(è). The combined outcome is
an initial increase in rate of food intake, f (è),
followed by a decline. Both the rates and magni-
tudes of increase and decrease are functions of the
ratio á/â (Fig. 1b).
If we first neglect other aspects of fitness (such as

predation risk and metabolic cost), it is reasonable
to suppose that the optimal allocation of foraging

effort, è0
*, is the value of è that maximizes the

average rate of food intake f (è). From equations
(3) and (5) it follows that è0

* maximizes

èõ(è)=
è(1"è)â

=
1

èá+(1"è)â (á/â)/(1"è)+1/è

Maximizing this expression is equivalent to mini-
mizing its reciprocal, and a simple application of
calculus then yields

è0
*=

1

1+√á/â
(6)

Under these assumptions, our model thus predicts
that the optimal allocation of time between forag-
ing activity and resting depends only on the ratio
á/â of the rates of decline and recovery of vigi-
lance õ while foraging or resting, respectively. For
example, if vigilance decrement is rapid relative to
recovery (á±â) then the optimal strategy allo-
cates a small fraction of the forager’s time to
foraging, and vice versa (Fig. 1b). The maximum
long-term average rate of food intake is

f (è0
*)=

ë

(1+√á/â)2
(7)

As expected, the average rate of food intake is a
decreasing function of the ratio of the rates of
vigilance decline and recovery (á/â), and an
increasing function of prey density (ë).

Effects of Predation Risk and Metabolic Cost

We now extend the above model to allow for (1)
risk of predation and (2) metabolic cost. A
forager’s vulnerability to predators may depend
on its vigilance level. Let ì(õ) denote predation
risk (per unit time) from a single predator, while
foraging, as a function of current vigilance
level, õ. We assume that an increased level of
vigilance reduces predation risk, i.e. dì/dõ<0. If ñ
denotes the abundance of predators, then overall
predation risk equals ñì(õ).
Any given level of foraging effort è implies an

equilibrium level of vigilance, õ(è), see equation
(3), and a corresponding equilibrium predation
risk ì(è) while foraging

ì(è)=ì(õ(è)) (8)

We have

d (è)
>0

ì

dè
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Figure 1. (a) Equilibrium level of vigilance õ(è), as a
function of the proportion of time allocated to foraging
activity, è. Values of the ratio á/â of the rates of decline
and recovery of vigilance during foraging and resting,
respectively, are: 0·25, 0·5, 1·0, 2·0, 4·0. (b) Long-term
average rate of foraging success, f (è). Values of á/â are:
0·25, 1·0, 4·0.
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Therefore, increases in foraging effort reduce
the level of vigilance, and this results in increased
predation risk (Fig. 2). Note again that we use
‘vigilance’ here in its broader psychological mean-
ing, and that our argument is different from that
of typical discussions of behavioural vigilance
towards predators (reviewed in Lima & Dill 1990).
Here, what we term ‘foraging effort’ already
includes both feeding and scanning the environ-
ment for predators. This activity causes vigilance
decrement and consequently, a reduced capacity
to locate both food items and predators.
If ìr denotes mortality risk (per unit time) while

resting, the overall mortality risk associated with
foraging effort è is given by

M(è)=ñèì(è)+(1"è)ìr (9)

Next, let c denote metabolic cost, per unit time.
For simplicity we suppose that metabolic cost is
the same during foraging and resting activities.
Thus the equilibrium average net rate of energy
gain (assuming both f (è) and c to be specified in
terms of energy rates) becomes (see equation 5)

E(è)=ëèõ(è)"c (10)

The functions E(è) and M(è) are graphed, for
typical parameter values, in Fig. 2. Note that E(è)

reaches a maximum value at è=è0
* given by

equation (6); è0
* is the optimal foraging effort if

predation risk is ignored, and it depends only on
the ratio á/â. Also E(è)<0 for è<èm: unless for-
aging intensity is at least as large as this critical
level èm the forager cannot maintain a non-
negative energy balance. Given á/â, the value of
èm depends only on the ratio ë/c; larger metabolic
cost (relative to food abundance) increases the
critical level of foraging effort, èm.
In Fig. 2 the overall mortality risk M(è) is

shown as an increasing function of foraging effort
è. This will be the case provided that resting
mortality ìr is less than the maximum predation
risk ñì(1), which is probably true in most circum-
stances. Assuming that there are no other sources
of mortality, total expected lifetime energy gain is
then given by

F(è)=E£

0

e
"M(è)t

E(è) dt=
E(è)

M(è)
(11)

To the extent that net energy gain transforms into
lifetime reproductive success, F(è) is a reasonable
lifetime fitness currency. Thus the optimal level of
foraging effort è1

* maximizes the ratio E(è)/M(è),
of net energy gain over mortality risk. A similar
criterion, stated in terms of minimizing the ratio
of mortality risk to growth rate, was used by
Werner & Gilliam (1984) in studying ontogenetic
habitat shifts (see also Clark 1994).
By calculus, the value è=è1

* that maximizes
F(è)=E(è)/M(è) satisfies F *(è)=0, that is

d SED= 1 SM dE
"E

dMD=0
dè M M2 dè dè

which can be rewritten as

1 dE
=
1 dM

E dè M dè
(12)

The expression (1/E)(dE/dè) represents the
proportional increase in energy gained (dE/E),
resulting from a unit increase in foraging effort
(dè=1 unit). Thus, equation (12) asserts that the
optimal trade-off between increased energy gain
and increased mortality risk is achieved when
the proportional increase in energy gain is just
balanced by the proportional increased risk. The
ratios E*/E andM*/M (where E* is equal to dE/dè,
etc.) are graphed in Fig. 3; the optimal foraging
effort è1

* is determined by the point of intersection
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Figure 2. Net rate of energy gain E(è), and overall
mortality rate due to predation M(è), as functions of
foraging effort è. Net rate of energy gain equals 0 at èm,
where energy gain just balances metabolic costs. The
maximum value of E(è) is at è0

*, which is the optimal
foraging effort if predation risk is ignored. Mortality
rate is at its minimum for è=0; this is the resting
mortality rate ìr. From this point, mortality rate
increases to its maximum at è=1. The overall optimal
foraging effort is determined by equation (12) and
depicted in Fig. 3.
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of these two curves (equation 12). This optimal
effort level is greater than èm, the critical level of
effort to maintain energy balance, and less than è0

*,
the level that maximizes net rate of energy gain,
ignoring predation risk.
We can use equation (12) to study the sensitivity

of optimal foraging effort è1
* (and hence also the

sensitivity of the optimal level of vigilance õ(è1
*))

to the following six model parameters: vigilance
dynamics, á and â; prey abundance, ë; metabolic
cost, c; predator abundance, ñ; resting mortality
rate, ìr. It follows immediately from equations
(9–11), however, that F(è) does not depend on
these six parameters separately, but only on the
three ratios: (1) of the rates of decline and recov-
ery of vigilance, á/â; (2) of metabolic cost to prey
abundance, c/ë; (3) of predator abundance to
resting mortality risk, ñ/ìr. (In fact F(è) also
depends on the form of the predation-risk func-
tion ì(õ), but we will not attempt to analyse this
dependence here.)
First, on intuitive grounds it would seem that

the optimal level of effort è1
* should decrease if

the ratio á/â of vigilance decrement to vigilance
recovery rates increases. While this is correct for
è0
* in the simpler model (see Figs 1b, 2, and
equation 6), the dependence of F(è) on this ratio
is more complex. In the special case that ìr=0
and ì(è) is proportional to õ(è) it is easy to see
that è1

* does decrease as á/â increases, but the
general case is unclear. Second, if the ratio c/ë is

increased, the vertical asymptote of E*/E at
è=èm moves to the right, while è0

* remains fixed.
The entire E*/E curve moves to the right, causing
the intersection è1

* also to move right, regardless
of the position of the M*/M curve. The con-
clusion is intuitively reasonable: an increase in
metabolic cost relative to prey density causes the
forager to forage more intensively. (If c/ë is
sufficiently large, however, we have E(è)<0 for
all è; in this case the forager is unable to
maintain positive energy balance. We do not
treat this possibility here.) Finally, if the ratio
ñ/ìr is sufficiently high then M*/M increases (for
all è) as this ratio is increased, causing è1

* to
decline (Fig. 3). Again this is intuitive: under
high predation risk the forager should reduce
foraging effort and accept lower rates of energy
gain.

The Optimal Length of a Foraging Bout

Throughout the above discussion we tacitly
assumed that the forager would rapidly switch
from foraging to resting, thereby maintaining an
approximately constant level of vigilance õ(è).
Unless there is some cost associated with switch-
ing between the two modes of behaviour, it would
in fact be optimal to maintain a constant level of
vigilance by rapid switching. In practice, however,
switching costs seem inevitable. For example, in
order to reduce predation risks while resting, the
forager may need to leave the foraging arena,
which may delay the recovery of vigilance. Upon
resuming foraging activity, the forager’s rate of
success may be low until it locates a prey-rich
patch or re-learns how to detect cryptic prey
(Dukas & Clark, in press).
To allow for such costs of switching within our

simple analytical model, we now suppose that
each switch from foraging to resting involves a
fixed time delay ô>0 (Fig. 4). Vigilance remains
constant during this delay, but subsequently
begins to rise again. (The model could readily be
modified to allow for an additional delay between
resting and foraging, or for other types of switch-
ing cost, but the qualitative predictions would not
change.) The optimal strategy of foraging and
resting now involves two basic decision variables:
õ1, the maximum level of vigilance attained at the
start of the foraging bout, and õ0, the minimum
vigilance level at the end of the foraging bout.
While foraging, the vigilance level õ(t) decreases
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Figure 3. The ratios E*(è)/E(è) and M*(è)/M(è), as func-
tions of foraging effort è. The optimal foraging effort
è1
* is determined by the point of intersection of the
two graphs. (See equation 12 and text for details and
sensitivity analysis.)
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exponentially, as in equation (1): õ(t)=õ1e
"át.

Total food intake per foraging bout, of duration
tf, therefore equals

F=ëEtf
0

õ(t) dt=
ë
(õ1"õ0)á

(13)

where õ0=õ1e
"átf denotes the level of vigilance at

the end of the bout. Thus

tf=
1
log

õ1
á õ0

(14)

Similarly, the resting time tr required for vigilance
to return from õ0 to the initial level õ1 is

tr=
1
log

1"õ0
â 1"õ1

(15)

For simplicity, let us again ignore predation
risk and metabolic cost. Then the long-term aver-
age rate of food intake, for a sequence of alternat-
ing bouts of foraging and resting, is given by

F (õ0, õ1)=
ë (õ1"õ0)

á tf+tr+ô
(16)

where ô denotes the assumed delay between for-
aging and resting (Fig. 4). The optimal length of
foraging bouts, tf*, is determined by maximizing
this expression with respect to the two variables
õ0, õ1. Figure 5 shows how the length of a foraging
bout, tf* depends on the parameter á (rate of
vigilance decrement), and on the time delay ô. As
one would expect, rapid reduction of vigilance
during foraging (high á) implies that foraging

bouts should be short. However, if the cost of
switching between foraging and resting is high
(i.e. large ô), then longer foraging bouts become
optimal. On the other hand, if ô is negligibly
small, the optimal length of a foraging bout, tf*,
approaches zero, as we tacitly assumed in our first
model.

DISCUSSION

Essentially all animals show some temporal alter-
nation between various kinds of activity, rest and
sleep (e.g. Verbeek 1964; Herbers 1981; Horne
1988; Amlaner & Ball 1989; Hartse 1989). These
temporal patterns of activity have been proposed
to be determined by factors such as forage avail-
ability, digestive capacity, predation risk and
energy conservation (Wolf & Hainsworth 1977;
Daan 1981; Diamond et al. 1986; Elgar et al. 1988;
Horne 1988; Lima & Dill 1990). We suggest that
vigilance decrement is an additional element with
potentially strong effects on temporal patterns of
behaviour.
Although a ubiquitous phenomenon, vigilance

decrement is still not well understood at the
neurobiological level. However, it has been
associated with mechanisms such as habituation
and neural inhibition (reviewed in Mackworth
1968, 1969). Regardless of the exact proximate
mechanisms, it is widely agreed that vigilance
decrement during continuous activity, and vigi-
lance recovery during rest and sleep, do occur
(Dimond & Lazarus 1974; Jerison 1977; Davis &
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Parasuraman 1982; Horne 1988; Steriade et al.
1993). Furthermore, probably everybody is famil-
iar with the feeling of getting ‘tired’ or ‘sleepy’
while conducting some difficult activity, and then
becoming ‘refreshed’ after rest or sleep. These are
in fact, a lay person’s depictions of the terms
vigilance decrement and recovery, that we use
here. The remarkable example of dolphins that
sleep with one brain hemisphere at a time provides
strong support for the notion of vigilance decre-
ment and recovery. Dolphins sleep in the water
but must continue to swim to the surface in order
to breathe. Thus half-brain sleep seems to be an
adaptation for balancing the simultaneous
demands of vigilance recovery and continuous
breathing (Mukhametov 1984; Horne 1988).
It is also commonly agreed that the rate of

vigilance decrement is positively correlated with
task difficulty (e.g. Nuechterlein et al. 1983). We
can distinguish between two related types of task
difficulty. The first type can be defined based
solely on the quality of external stimuli; for
instance, making targets more similar to their
surrounding background increases the difficulty of
a detection task. The definition of the other type
involves internal processing of information; for
example, tasks that require subjects to process
more information simultaneously are more diffi-
cult (Parasuraman 1979; Fisk & Schneider 1981;
Parasuraman & Mouloua 1987; Dukas & Ellner
1993). Similarly, attempting either to solve less
familar problems, or to learn less familiar tasks is
more difficult. Note that although the above dis-
tinction is useful for practical purposes, it is likely
that both types of tasks pertain to a similar
process of elevated neural activity accompanied
with fatigue.

Predictions and Experimental Data

Our models predict that a larger value of the
ratio á/â of vigilance decrement and recovery
should decrease the proportion of time allocated
to activity, and increase rest time (Figs 1b, 2, 3).
That is, for a given value of vigilance recovery rate
(â), the proportion of time devoted for rest should
be an increasing function of the rate of vigilance
decrement (á). As noted above, the rate of vigi-
lance decrement is larger for more difficult tasks.
Hence, our models predict increased rest time
after more challenging activities such as learning
new tasks or foraging for prey that is more

difficult to detect or capture. This prediction is
supported by some evidence from both human
and non-human studies.
As an example from human studies, Horne &

Minard (1985) provided subjects with extra stimu-
lation on 1 out of 5 consecutive experimental days.
The extra stimulation comprised a set of tours to
unfamiliar localities, and activities such as visits to
a zoo, an amusement park and a movie theatre.
During the following night, subjects showed a
significant increase in short-wave sleep compared
with the other 4 nights. Other similar experimental
results are discussed in Horne (1988).
We know of two relevant experiments using

non-human subjects. First, Shaffery et al. (1985)
provided experimental pairs of herring gull, Larus
argentatus, with a daily ration of 500 g of meat,
and allowed control pairs to continue foraging
naturally. Foraging is the most demanding activ-
ity conducted by the gulls and is much more
difficult than staying on the territory. Shaffery
et al. (1985) found that gulls that foraged naturally
spent twice as much time in front-head sleep as the
experimentally fed gulls. The experimental gulls,
which were freed of the need for lengthy foraging
activity, spent longer time on their breeding terri-
tories, engaged in the easy task of remaining
alert for intruders. Second, Tobler (1983) forced
cockroaches, Leucophea maderae, to be active dur-
ing the last 3 h of the light period. She found that
these experimental subjects increased resting time
during the subsequent first hours of the dark
period compared with control subjects.
In the above report of experimental results, we

mentioned besides ‘rest’ also ‘short-wave’ and
‘front-head’ sleep. Unfortunately, we cannot yet
interpret the exact relation between these and
other kinds of rest and sleep. Neither do we
know their specific effect on vigilance recovery.
This reflects the current lack of sufficient under-
standing of rest and sleep mechanisms (Horne
1988; Amlaner & Ball 1989; Hartse 1989;
Steriade et al. 1993). Nevertheless, the fact that
all of the above studies have found a positive
correlation between increased task difficulty and
some kind of rest is in agreement with our
predictions. In any event, although such exper-
imental evidence is intriguing, it clearly cannot
qualify as a test of our models. Thus it must be
augmented by well-controlled studies that
manipulate task difficulty and assess its effect on
rest-activity schedule (see below).
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Despite the lack of knowledge about rest
mechanisms, we can suggest one ecologically
important association between quality of rest and
vigilance recovery. Sleep in many birds involves a
period of eye closure interrupted by ‘peeks’ of eye
opening. Peeking allows a bird to scan the sleep-
ing site for predators. Peeking rates and durations
were monitored by Lendrem (1983, 1984) in two
related studies involving field observations of
mallards, Anas platyrhynchos, and experimental
manipulations of Barbary doves, Streptopelia
risoria. Lendrem found that several factors
associated with elevated predation risk caused an
increase in peeking rates. For instance, decreasing
doves’ group sizes from six to one caused a
two-fold increase in individual peeking. While the
advantage of peeking is obvious, the fact that it is
always kept to some optimal minimum implies
that it is costly. This cost of peeking is most likely
a reduction in rate of vigilance recuperation.

Ways of Evaluating the Models

Although we centre here on effects of vigilance
decrement on temporal patterns of behaviour, it is
obvious that other factors such as food avail-
ability and digestive constraints may not be less
important. It is therefore likely that a combi-
nation of, and interactions between several factors
determine such temporal patterns. While this may
somehow confine evaluating the relative impor-
tance of vigilance decrement for animals in the
field, the principal assumptions and predictions
of our models can be tested under controlled
laboratory conditions.
First, our main assumption is that conducting a

difficult and continuous activity results in vigi-
lance decrement, and that the rate of decline is
larger for more difficult tasks (Fig. 1a). This
assumption has not been critically tested for
non-human species. To test it, some excellent
experimental paradigms with humans (e.g.
Nuechterlein et al. 1983; Parasuraman &
Mouloua 1987) can readily be modified for testing
subjects such as pigeons or jays (e.g. Pietrewicz &
Kamil 1981; Blough 1991). For example, subjects
should first learn to detect targets of three types
differing in conspicuousness during several pre-
liminary sessions. The difficulty of each of the
three detection tasks would be determined in these
preliminary sessions. The experimenter could
evaluate difficulty by measuring the degree of

similarity between each target type and its back-
ground. Difficulty as perceived by subjects could
be determined a priori by monitoring detection
rates for each target at the start of a trial. Next,
the subjects would be required to detect items of
one type in an experimental session followed by a
rest period. In later sessions, the same subjects
would be tested for detection of each of the other
two target types. The order of sessions of ‘easy’,
‘medium’ and ‘difficult’ to detect target types
should be assigned randomly to subjects. We
predict no decline in target detection rate during a
session for the easy task, little decline for the
medium task, and a large decline for the difficult
task (Nuechterlein et al. 1983).
Second, our basic (predation-free) model pre-

dicts that increased task difficulty would result in
lower proportion of activity and a corresponding
longer resting period. There are two ways to test
this prediction. First, one can examine whether
increased task difficulty is associated with a longer
resting period. Such a study may be similar in
general design to the field experiment of Shaffery
et al. (1985) described above. Second, one may
test whether increased task difficulty results in a
shorter activity period. To examine this prediction
with foragers, one must dissociate ‘feeding’ activ-
ity from aspects of food digestion and satiation.
This can be done either by studying subjects that
hoard food (Daan 1981; Lucas et al. 1993) or by
using non-food reward. For example, an artificial
sweetener may be used in rat experiments (e.g.
Capaldi 1991). Using a similar design, one can
also test our prediction that the length of each
foraging bout should be shorter for more difficult
tasks (Fig. 5).
To conclude, we suggest that vigilance decre-

ment is a dominant factor determining temporal
patterns of animal behaviour. While some of our
models’ predictions agree with previous experi-
mental data, a more critical assessment of our
assumptions and predictions can readily be made
using the methods detailed above.
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